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1. Introduction 

When individuals migrate to a country with a different majority language, this usually has profound 
effects on their language use, as evidenced in shifting language preferences or codeswitching. While 
these changes affect the spoken domain sooner, language maintenance may be stronger in the written 
domain (Fishman 1965: 78). However, what happens if prior to emigration, this individual is a speaker 
of two languages which stand in a diglossic relationship, meaning that one language is used as the main 
spoken language, while the other is used as the main written language (Ferguson 1959)?  

This case study will address questions of discourse pragmatic language choice, language shift, and 
implementations of codeswitching in the written diary of an elderly trilingual speaker. The speaker was 
born in 1901 in East Frisia, Germany, grew up speaking Low German (LG), acquired High German (HG) 
at the age of 6, and started learning English (E) after emigrating to the USA in 1924. The diary begins 
fifty years after emigration and spans nine years (1974-1982).  

A number of recent studies of so-called “ego-documents”, meaning unedited personal sources such 
as letters or diaries, have examined language use in multilingual sources (e.g., Stolberg 2019; Knüsli 
2019). In line with this research, a cursory inspection of a corpus of 52 pages representing the speaker’s 
linguistic development addresses processes in language shift and the implementation of codeswitching 
(i.e., the alternation of two (or more) languages within a certain grammatical or genre-specific unit; see 
Poplack 1980: 583). The corpus is examined quantitatively with regard to proportional language use and 
frequency of codeswitching. It is also examined qualitatively, scrutinizing characteristic types of 
codeswitching at particular points in time.  

The diary shows that migrating to a country with a different majority language does not necessarily 
affect writing habits: the diary is predominantly written in HG, with LG and E occurring at comparable 
rates. Strikingly, it seems that LG is used as a language of affect, as this language is favored when 
addressing recurring themes such as childhood or aging, while E is favored when referring to work life. 
Overall, the diary provides a unique window into the mind of a trilingual immigrant, who maintained his 
habits in the written domain, despite shifts in the spoken domain.  

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides a brief overview of the 
literature on codeswitching in written ego-documents. Section 3 introduces the language background of 
the speaker, the data, and the methodology of this study. Section 4 presents the analysis and results, while 
Section 5 discusses the findings and concludes the paper. 
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2. Data 
2.1. Data and Linguistic Background of the Speaker 

The diary1 begins in September of 1974, exactly 50 years after the speaker’s migration to the USA. 
The diary consists of 160 hand-written pages, spanning a total of nine years (to 1982). At the beginning, 
the speaker is 73 years old. In the first 55 pages (written in 1974 and 1975), the speaker focuses on an 
autobiographic narration of his journey to the USA, his early years after migration, and his life up until 
that moment in time. He was born in 1901 in East Frisia, an area in Northern Germany known for its 
diglossia: typically, LG is used in the spoken domain and HG in the written and formal domains 
(Reershemius 2004). This is also true for the speaker, who reports growing up with LG as a first language 
and learning HG upon entering elementary school. HG is the first language he learned to read and write 
and, hence, the language of literacy (Fishman 1965: 78). After finishing his basic education, he worked 
on a peat boat. Given his family circumstances and his local employment, it can be assumed that he 
predominantly used LG for speaking, while reading newspapers or other written media in HG.  

At the age of 23, he followed his uncle’s invitation to emigrate to the USA. In September 1924, he 
arrived in Iowa, which was home to many people of East Frisian heritage who settled in the area in the 
1860s (Schnucker 1917; Frizzel 1992). Although he went to school to learn some English, he acquired it 
mostly through immersion in the majority society while working at different locations throughout the 
Midwest for multiple years. In 1934, he bought a farm and married an American-born woman of East 
Frisian descent. LG remained the main family language. All three sons were raised bilingually, using 
both LG and E, but HG was never spoken at home.2 Beginning in mid-1975, he reports on more current 
events with varying degrees of frequency, ranging from daily reports to entries drafted months apart. 
Interestingly, these entries rarely touch on family matters but focus instead on farming, the weather, 
childhood, and aging, as well as current affairs, politics, and religion. There is considerable orthographic 
variation in all three languages, meaning that E orthography may influence HG words or vice versa. 
Moreover, the orthography is inconsistent so that the same lexical item may be written differently, even 
within one entry.  

He received the Ostfriesen Zeitung (‘East Frisian news’) for at least 33 years (1939-1972) and wrote 
at least eight letters to the editor. The newspaper was published in Iowa specifically for Americans of 
East Frisian heritage. It often printed mixed-language texts, such as short stories and letters to the editor, 
which showed HG-LG codeswitching for pragmatic purposes (Rocker forthcoming). Overall, it seems 
that the speaker predominantly used LG and E as his everyday spoken languages and continued to use 
HG as a written medium, even at an older age. The speaker and his wife lived on the farm with one son 
and his family until December 1974, when they moved to a smaller house in a nearby town. Apart from 
this, there are no indications that his linguistic habits or his personal circumstances (e.g., living 
conditions, health, etc.) changed drastically in the years covered by the journal (1974-1982). He passed 
away in 1985. 
 
3. The Study 
3.1. Language Use and Codeswitching in Written Ego-documents 
 

“Ego-documents” have become the center of attention in a number of recent historical sociolinguistic 
studies (see Elspaß et al. 2007; Elspaß 2012; Auer et al. 2015). These texts are defined by the continuous 
presence of a subjective writer (defined by Jacques Presser; quoted in van der Wal & Rutten 2013: 1) and 
include “letters and autobiographical writings, such as memoirs, diaries, and travelogues” (van der Wal 
& Rutten 2013: 1). Because they typically remain unpublished and do not undergo an editing process, 
they are “as close to speech as non-fictional historical texts can possibly be” (Elspaß 2012: 156). It can 

1After initial fieldwork to recruit East Frisian Low German speakers in Iowa in 2018, the author was contacted by 
the speaker’s daughter-in-law in March of 2019. She asked the author to translate the ‘German’ parts and sent copies 
of the diary. Another son, who is one of the participants in my dissertation project and an excellent speaker of Iowan 
Low German, agreed that I may use his father’s diary for academic purposes. 
2 Personal correspondence with one of his sons. 
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be assumed that private letters or personal diaries are typically written in an informal register that reflects 
the writer’s spoken vernacular or bilingual language use. Since vernacular styles reflect linguistic 
variation and ongoing change, ego-documents mirror such developments better than literary or formal 
genres, which tend to be more conservative or formulaic in nature. Therefore, ego-documents are valuable 
resources to study linguistic shift and (written) codeswitching behavior in multilingual populations. Since 
there is no independent theory for codeswitching in written sources, these studies have relied on 
definitions developed for spoken data (Sebba 2012: 99), such as the one by Poplack (1980: 583) who 
states that codeswitching is the “alternation of two languages within a single discourse, sentence or 
constituent” (for other definitions, see Gumperz 1977; Auer 1988; Myers-Scotton 1993). For written 
codeswitching, Sebba (2012: 107-108) speaks of mixed units whenever more than one language occurs, 
regardless of whether the alternation occurs between grammatical units (i.e., intra- or intersententially) 
or between genre-specific units (i.e., paragraphs).3 

Since the diary writer spoke LG as his main vernacular language, but formally learned to read and 
write only in HG, this may have impacted his personal writing. As Schiegg (2016: 75) found in 
autobiographies of lower-class psychiatric hospital patients written between 1852 and 1931, the speakers 
consciously made use of codeswitches from Standard German to Southern German dialect repertoires by 
using “diatopically and diastratically marked forms from different linguistic areas (graphematic, 
phonology, morphology and lexis)”. This was done in order to refer to past events with personal 
involvement, report conversations, or to quote songs, prayers, or poems (Schiegg 2016: 74). This shows 
that the spoken variety was expanded into the written domain for specific discourse-pragmatic purposes. 
A very similar situation is described by Knüsli (2019), who analyzes the migration journal of a Swiss 
German man who moved to the United States in 1845. While the speaker is conservative in his usage of 
Standard German orthography, he also employs some features of his Swiss German dialect in the written 
domain, such as the diminutive suffix ly and particular lexical items (Knüsli 2019: 26). Although the 
journal covers only four months, the influence of the new majority language (English) is evident in the 
speaker’s usage of English lexical items, such as dollar, stores, eingefencet (‘fenced in’) (Knüsli 2019: 
25). Similar usage of LG for discourse-pragmatic purposes and E lexical insertions may be expected in 
this study, but since the speaker had already spent 50 years in the US at the beginning of his journal, 
English may occur in full sentences or paragraphs, depending on the topic and domain. 

One example of individual language shift is illustrated in Stolberg's (2019) study of diaries written 
by three generations of a German-Canadian family. While German was used in all domains (e.g., 
business, education, family) shortly after immigration, English soon became the language for business 
functions, even for members of the 1st generation. Members of the 2nd/3rd generation, for whom German 
was a “formally acquired (heritage) language” (Stolberg 2019: 32), shifted to English in other domains 
and preferred English for private communication with themselves (i.e., in their diaries) (Stolberg 2019: 
32). Stolberg’s (2019) data provide a long-term perspective into changes in individual language 
preferences, as well as evidence for an eventual intergenerational shift to the majority language. While 
the corpus under investigation stems from only one individual’s diary, it may be possible that his language 
preference shifted to English in certain domains (e.g., business or work life).  

Given previous research, we expect LG to be found in the diary for specific pragmatic purposes, 
such as past events or literary quotes (see Schiegg 2016). Since the speaker had been living in an 
environment that was predominantly English-speaking for 50 years when starting his diary, the use of 
English for specific domains (e.g., work life; see Stolberg 2019) or the insertion of single lexical items is 
expected (see Knüsli 2019). But according to Fishman (1965), language shift in the written domain may 
be resisted if literacy in that language was acquired before the other language, meaning that HG may still 
be preferred over English. As such, the paper addresses the following research questions: 

3 Note that Sebba (2012: 102) suggests a systematic approach for the analysis of multimodal texts, such as 
multilingual advertisements, posters, or newspapers, which takes “visual and graphic elements” into account. His 
frameworks include units of analysis, language-spatial relationships, language-content relationships, and linguistic 
mixing types (Sebba 2012: 106). Since these units of analysis specifically target the multimodality of texts, they are 
useful tools for the analysis of edited genres, but may not be be applicable to ego-documents. This is why this article 
will only consider his definition for language mixing types, but will not cover the other categories.  
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1. What is the overall proportional use of each of the three languages? 
2. Are there changes in the proportional language use over time?  
3. Are there tendencies to use a specific language for a particular topic? 
4. How is codeswitching used? 

3.2. Method 
 
 For the main analysis, six pages per year were randomly chosen (using the Google random number 
generator) for the years 1974-1981, plus all four pages from 1982, adding up to a sum of 52 pages.4 These 
pages were manually transcribed into a Word document, including crossed-out words, punctuation, and 
grammatical and orthographic variation, as illustrated in example (1): 
 

(1)  {Am September 18 1924 lief die S.S. Washington, […] von Bremerhafen aus, die Weser Elbe 
hinunter.} HG 

‘On September 18th 1924, the S.S. Washington went down the Weser Elbe from 
Bremerhaven.’ 

Diary1_Page1_1974 
 
 Words were defined in the widest sense, including dates and numbers, proper names, incomplete, 
and crossed-out items.5 Thus, despite containing two numbers, three proper names, and one crossed-out 
item, example (1) is counted as 15 words. For the quantitative analysis, all entries were coded for 
language; word-counts per page and for each language were calculated.6 Word-counts per page range 
from 123 (Diary2_Page59_1982) to 247 (Diary1_Page84_1977), with an average of 202.5 words per 
page (SD=29.3). As mentioned above, there is considerable orthographic variation in all three languages, 
which occasionally makes language identification challenging. Consider example (2) to illustrate this 
point: 
 

(2)  {For The older Horse, and Buggy genaration, a hand full of Change, and to operate. getting 
over the fields, with the junger genaration, as our ouwn Boy going into The future.} E 

Diary1_Page1_1974 
 
 The capitalization of Horse, Buggy, Change, and Boy may be influenced by the HG standard to 
capitalize nouns. The words genaration [sic] and junger (‘younger’) are cognates in HG-LG-E, and 
although the former is spelled incorrectly and the latter is spelled with HG-orthography, based on the 
clearly English linguistic environment, these two items are defined as E, although they may be tagged 
differently in other cases. This means that single-word insertions from one language to the other can only 
be identified as codeswitches when the item is clearly not part of the other language’s inventory. 
Following Sebba (2012: 107-108), whenever more than one clearly identifiable language occurs in a 
single page of the diary, the entry is defined as a mixed unit, no matter the length or frequency of 
alternating language units. The following section presents the data analysis and results. Before the 

4 A reviewer raised the question as to why all four pages from 1982 were included and mentioned that the selection 
of six pages per year (although there is much more material from 1974-75 than other years) does not represent the 
diary well. The author acknowledges this shortcoming and hopes to expand this cursory inspection to a more 
comprehensive study of the entire diary in future research. 
5 As remarked by a reviewer, the language of numbers (e.g., 18) and proper nouns (e.g., Weser) cannot be 
unambiguously determined. However, since LG and HG share a number of homographs (e.g., du musst ‘you must’) 
at times not allowing for unambiguous language identification, I aimed for a consistent way of identifying languages. 
Thus, numbers and proper names were included as items of the identifiable linguistic environment. I do acknowledge 
that a “language neutral” category may have been a viable option, but since neither numbers nor proper nouns make 
up a big portion of the data, I do not think that the method significantly skews the overall proportions. 
6 For the purpose of this article, curly brackets {} are used to mark switches. Languages are indicated by the subscript 
HG = High German; LG = Low German; E = English at the end of each unit. 
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codeswitching patterns can be described more closely, a short description of the speaker’s general 
linguistic behavior in terms of overall and diachronic language use serves as a foundation of the analysis.  

4. Results 
4.1. What is the Overall Proportional Use of Each of the Three Languages? 
 
 Clearly, 7,139 out of 10,531 words represents a proportional use of HG that exceeds the other two 
languages. LG usage is surprisingly high (1,948 words), given that it was typically used in the spoken 
domain and was not formally acquired as a written language. On the other hand, the speaker learned to 
read and write English in a formal setting and spent fifty years in an English-speaking majority society. 
Still, English was used least frequently at 1,444 words. It seems that even 50 years after migrating to the 
USA, the first language of literacy, HG, was still the most dominant written language (see Figure 1). 

 

7,139 (68%) 

1,948 (18%) 

1,444 (14%) 

HG

LG

E

Figure 1. Overall proportional Language Use in the Corpus

4.2. Are There Changes in the Proportional Language Use Over Time? 

 To get a better understanding of the speaker’s longitudinal linguistic behavior, the proportional 
language use was calculated for each year (see Figure 2). For the first seven years, HG proportions range 
from 68% to 91%, while LG use ranges from 8 to 27% and E usage lies between 1 and 17%.7 In the last 
two years, there was a shift in proportional language use. While HG use sharply decreased, LG use 
remained stable, but a strong increase in E usage was evident. To put it differently, 86% of the E data 
occurs between 1980-1982.8   

7 Note that these observations are accumulative results per year and the proportions may vary for individual entries. 
8 It should be noted here that the only pages available for 1982 are four pages from January, including three 
monolingual E pages and one monolingual LG page, which may skew the overall results (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Proportional Language Use per Year

4.3. Are There Tendencies to Use a Specific Language for a Particular Topic? 

From a sub-sample of 17 pages, a number of categories were attained using a bottom-up approach, 
meaning that they were not established a priori but emerged from the materials under study. These 
categories include daily life (e.g., family, daily occupations), work (e.g., work, farming, weather), 
opinions (e.g., religion, politics, philosophical thoughts), and nostalgia (e.g., childhood, aging, time 
passing).  
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Figure 3. Language Preference by Topic

When compared with the overall proportions, it could be expected that HG, as the preferred written 
language, would be used more than the other two languages regardless of the topic. However, HG was 
favored for speaking about daily life, while E was favored when addressing work and opinions when 
compared to the overall proportions (see Figure 3). It seems that the usage of E in the spoken domain in 
connection with these topics (i.e., farming, work, the weather, politics, and religion) had an effect on the 
speaker’s language use in the written domain. Most saliently, the speaker strongly favored LG when 
addressing childhood, aging, and time passing (nostalgia), which suggested some emotional value of LG. 
Additionally, the speaker used LG idioms and common phrases as interjections or comments in his 
writing. It seems that he extended the use of LG from the spoken to the written domain for specific 
pragmatic purposes. 
 
4.4. Which Types of Codeswitches are Used?

In the corpus of 52 pages, 13 were monolingual,9 while 39 pages showed mixed units. Of these, 26 
pages (50%) were HG-LG mixed and nine pages were HG-LG-E mixed, while HG-E and LG-E mixing 
was found on two pages, respectively. Compared with the proportional use of LG and E (18% and 14%, 

9 HG: 8; E: 4; LG: 1
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respectively), these results showed that while LG units were more frequent, they were shorter than E 
units, which occurred more often in longer paragraphs or entire pages.  

The following four examples represent common codeswitching types within a particular time 
frame.10 Example (4) illustrates a characteristic codeswitch for this data set, which occurred 
intersententially and served to mark reported speech in LG within the HG narrative frame. Similar 
codeswitches occurred regularly and the inserted sentences are often humoristic remarks or idioms.  
 

 

(4) {Ein im mitel Jährige stehendes Ehe-Paar, ershien in  
die oben genante Halle. Fragen wurden an  
mich gestelt, im ost-friesishen Platt.} HG  
{Wat is di, n Naum, wor kumst du här, wor  
geihst du hen, un hest ok Hunger!} LG   
{Die letzte Frage muste ich vermeinen, denn  
in Pitstburg würden die Lokomotiven gewechselt.} HG 

Diary1_Page10_1974 

 Example (5) illustrates the pattern suggested by the quantitative analysis: E usage was usually not 
associated with frequent codeswitching. Thus, a longer paragraph of E without codeswitching can be 
observed, followed by a switch to a paragraph showing two alternations between HG and LG.  
 

 

(5) {[...] For The older Horse, and Buggy  
genaration, a hand full of Change, and to  
operate. getting over the fields, with the  
Junger genaration, as our ouwn Boy going  
into The future. To soon, The left one by one  
their self selected way.} E 

{Somit waren Mutter und ich alleine, doch  
nicht entlassen, als nur Pfleger des Heims.  
sie fuhren gerne an um} HG {Moder’s Brod un Pan- 
köken to pröbn.} LG {Sie Hielten ihre Platt-Deutsche  
sprachen-Kunst auf,} HG {„So as sät lert harn“.} LG 

{Auch die Soldaten-zeit fiel auf ihr Gemüt.} 
Diary1_Page29_1974 

 Example (6) shows a number of short alternational switches between HG and LG, which occurred 
intra- and intersententially. Note that two switches occurred on the conjunction un/und (‘and’), marking 
the boundary of a main clause within a coordinated sentence. Although categorized as intrasentential 
switches, in the strictest sense, they did not occur at a clausal boundary and could be claimed to be 
intersentential.  
 

(6)                                         […] {Eine Anstrengung in 
die erwartung einmahl wieder etwas neues zu finden 
auf unsere Teller, unter den Weihnachtsbaum} HG {un 
den wur ok wärn mal stuut bakt, wat we aner tiet 
nich to sähn krägn} LG {und wir sangen morgen komt der 
weihnachsman und! ihr Kinderlein kommet, im schein 
des Torffeuer, im Schein vom kamin herd,} HG {sitten upn 
Kluntje Kast, un wachten dä dinger, dä dor komn suln.} LG 
{Wiederum scheint im glanz der kerzen, funkelnd uns 
der weihnachsbaum, Der Heiliege Abend.} HG 

Diary1_Page81_1976 

10 Due to space limitations, all translations can be found in the appendix. 
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Similarly to (6), example (7) shows intrasentential codeswitching between HG and LG at the clause 
boundary. Additionally, it shows a case of intersentential codeswitching from LG to E within one 
paragraph and an intrasentential switch from E to HG; both of which were rare combinations in the data.  
 

(7) {Geh nu hin, und schlage Dreizieg “die,, zum 
Tode, so wierd das Gesetz des Reichs diech rühmen, und 
abschreiben “diech,, von alle unannehm-liechkeiten} HG 

{un vör Gelt, un Gold, kanst de Düvel danz’n laut’n.} LG 

{Rub the sholder x with another, as a playfull kitten likes  
to do, we will call it coddeling, and the rest will gladly  
be done for Jou,} E {zur Strafe, die venichtung, zum Feuer  
ist das Holz gesetzt, zum abwarten fehlt die zündung.} HG 

Diary2_Page14_1980 

 In entries where all three languages occurred, these typically looked more like example (8) (see 
appendix), where code-switches occurred between paragraphs, but were absent within smaller units. Both 
(6) and (7) seem to represent one ‘train of thought’ and codeswitches appeared intrasententially. While 
earlier intersentential codeswitches marked discourse-pragmatic purposes (e.g., reported speech in 
example 4), codeswitches after 1976 occurred more often at clause-boundaries. Overall, codeswitching 
seems to become more creative and less discourse-pragmatic between 1976-1980, expanding into 
intrasentential switches and more varied language combinations, but it was still mostly confined to clause 
boundaries and not completely unpredictable.  
 
5. Discussion 
 
 This study has provided insights into the language preference and use of codeswitches in the diary 
of an elderly trilingual speaker. Although the speaker had lived in an English-speaking country for 50 
years, he still preferred his first language of literacy (HG) which indicates that language maintenance is 
stronger in the written than the spoken domain (Fishman 1965: 78). Since language use is highly 
dependent on social conventions (Poplack 1980), written codeswitching may be employed for pragmatic 
or stylistic purposes, and situates the writer within a larger societal discourse. Even in personal journal 
writing where the intended audience is hard to identify (if there is one at all), writing is still affected by 
conventionalized literary practices (Sebba 2012). Choosing to use codeswitching in writing distances the 
bilingual from the monolingual norm and puts a greater emphasis on membership in a specific social 
group, which uses particular communicative patterns in speaking and writing. The fact that the speaker 
was a subscriber of the Ostfriesen Zeitung for at least 33 years may have influenced his literary habits 
and writing style. Since the newspaper often printed texts showing HG-LG codeswitching for pragmatic 
purposes, including idioms, reported speech, or humorous personal anecdotes (Rocker forthcoming), the 
speaker’s use of short LG insertions mirrored the literary practices of the larger East Frisian-American 
community. 

Additionally, it seems that linguistic habits in the spoken domain affected the speaker’s language 
choice in the written domain, as he favored E to address topics related to daily and work life (when 
compared to the overall proportion of language use). The fact that the speaker preferred to write in E 
when addressing work life is comparable to developments found in Stolberg's (2019) analysis of diaries 
written by German immigrants to Canada, who began to use English for business purposes soon after 
their arrival. Similarly, the use of LG in the diary for nostalgic topics such as childhood and aging is in 
line with Schiegg's (2016: 72) findings that written codeswitches to a language which is usually restricted 
to the spoken domain, may be triggered by emotional events that happened during childhood or youth.   

Overall, this study of an unedited diary provides a unique window into the mind of a trilingual 
immigrant, who mostly maintained his habits in the written domain even after 50 years of living in his 
new home-country, despite shifts in the spoken domain. This finding should raise awareness for the 
potential disparity between spoken and written language use of immigrants, especially if they were 
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diglossic prior to emigration. The study also calls for a domain- or topic-specific analysis of language 
use. 

Appendix 
 
(4) {A middle-aged couple showed up in the afore-mentioned hall. Questions were directed at 

me in East Frisian Low German. }HG {What’s your name, where are you from, where are you 
going and are you hungry as well! }LG {I had to negate the last question, for trains were changed 
in Pittsburgh.} 

 
(5) {With that, mother and I were alone, but not fired, as the care-taker of the home. They enjoyed  

coming over}HG {to try mother’s bread and pancakes. }LG {They kept up their  Low German 
language skills, }HG {“just like they learned it”. }LG {The soldier-time was on their mind.}HG 

 
(6) {An effort in the expectation to find something new on our plates, under the}HG {Christmas 

tree, and then some white bread was baked, which we didn’t get to see in other times}LG {and 
we sang “Morgen kommt der Weihnachtsmann” and “Ihr Kinderlein kommet”[Christmas 
songs] and in the shine of the peat fire and in the shine of the fire, }HG {sitting on the sugar 
box and waited for the things to come. }LG {Again shines in candle light, sparkles the 
Christmas tree [lines taken from a popular Christmas song], the holy evening. }HG  

 
(7) {Go now and strike thirty “die” to death, and the law of the empire will praise you, and write 

yourself off from all inconveniences. }HG {And for money and gold, you can let the devil dance. 
}LG [English], {as a punishment, the extinction, the wood is set for the fire, for waiting the 
kindling is missing. }HG 

 
(8) {Dat oll Jaur is henn, un dat näe begünt. As woo’g over woo’g so flügt de tied. Mit de Woog

wi wakeln mit, as so ganz alän, in de Fremde. Dat Jaur is vörbi, dat näe fang’t an. Dat äwege
vertus’gn, bit we ok’n maul, us der nich tö föl’n de well’ngang tö Lusch’n. Jau Jau, Ja woll, dat
oll is gau’n. Wi wander’n hen un her. Bi’t denn toläst dat Hart us stopt un ofdack is us 
bleeven.}LG 
{And jes, a new Jear is on the Horizon. Plans are made, what ever Decision man is willing to 
accomplish, in the new year of Nineteen-hundred-Eithy-one. In our past Experience, we tend
to have, or even conceal our amotions to lock out our failures. Would it not be pleasure, for the 
dawn-ridden world, on a road to perfection. we forget to Embark, in a new learning project for 
the so near future. De World is waiting looking for, Perfection, for, a jet better Standard of 
living, all things made easy, everything in a glare of light, with piaty Pomp and Pride.}E 
{Für mich ein Stück Leben. Beschlossen ein Glück, und auch könne es wehtun. Auch nimmt 
es, öfters gelingt es, oder es wird dir gegeben. Das Leben steigt, und zum Fall es sinkt. Trotzdem 
ich Lebe. Bin ich zufrieden, da wir leben?}HG 
 
{The old year is over and the new one begins. Time flies like waves over waves. With each 
wave, we shake, so very alone, in the foreign land. The year is over, the new one starts. That 
endless change until we don’t feel like listening to the waves anymore. Yeah, yeah, yes, the old 
is gone. We wander back and forth. Until at least our heart stops and resigning is all that’s 
left.}LG 
[English] 
{A part of life for me. A decided luck, and even if it could hurt. It takes as well, often it 
succeeds, or it is given to you. Life inclines and sinks to tumble. Nonetheless, I live. Am I 
satisfied since we live?}HG 
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